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FRIENDS OF CHATHAM TRACTION 
Update 10  Friday 18th December 2009 
 
GKE 68 becomes Trust property 
• The Registration Document for GKE 68 was signed over to the Friends by Paul 

Winter on 22nd November. The bus thus continues to hold its original registration 
number, and can be insured in our name. We register our appreciation to Paul for 
this fulfilment of his promise from two years ago. 

  
New Letterhead 
• Now bringing you Updates in colour!  The letterhead above is designed to portray 

the lettering style of the former Chatham Traction waiting shelter which once stood 
on the Dock Road/Barrier Road corner opposite the Town Hall.  More of this later! 

 
Diecast Collector Feature 
• The January issue of “Diecast Collector” magazine (now on the bookstalls) contains 

a feature on Chatham Traction, the Medway Towns and the Friends.  Written by 
Michael C Shaw, himself a native of Medway, the piece provides a welcome boost to 
our exposure as well as containing an evocative description of how the Towns once 
were.  Also, the possibility of more CT diecast models is increased…… 

 
Restoration Base 
• Rob Murray’s fine solo efforts to clean and paint the floor in our allocated space at 

Nu-Venture’s premises are now complete.  A golden wire brush and some new knee 
pads will be presented to Rob in due course. 

• We’ve had some offers of assistance with the checking in and disposition of our 
lottery-funded tools and other gear (thanks David L and John S!).  This is unlikely to 
happen until the new year now, but is the last essential deck-clearing activity that 
needs to happen before serious work can begin. 

• David and I met  N-V’s Health & Safety advisor Luis Fernandez in November.  Luis’ 
advice and assistance in this direction will result in us having the necessary 
documentation.  It’s then our responsibility to ensure that anyone working on 
FoCT’s behalf in N-V’s premises is familiar with the content. 

 
Inside the Tent 
• The marquee to form the basis of our stand at events has been delivered and was 

successfully erected on David Swan’s drive!  When attending events we can now give 
displays, sale items, support material and FoCT volunteers some shelter, although 
lighting fires is probably not on.  That our marquee should be recognisable is 
probably beyond question……but I’ll wait until it’s had an outing before claiming 
total success! 

 
Framework Agreement 
• Rob Murray and Brian Missons have begun to remove body panels from GKE so 

that assessment of the body framework can begin.  It didn’t take long to reveal that 
the expected serious corrosion was present, especially around lower corners of 
windows.  In some locations the vertical pillars have almost disappeared. 

• Before dismantling any of the framework we need to be able to replace rusted 
sections as we come to them so as to maintain the integrity and dimensions of the 
body.  Key to this is replacing the MCW patent vertical pillars which are integral to 
the original method of construction. 

• We’ve been liaising with other people who have buses with Weymann/MCCW 
bodies of similar vintage.  Principal amongst these are the restorers of repatriated 
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Johannesburg trolleybus 589 with whom we’ve agreed to co-operate in sourcing this 
material.  Latest contact, however, is with the Black Country Museum Transport 
Group at Dudley who are working on West Bromwich 174, a 1952 Daimler/ 
Weymann.  They have managed to source new section of the correct profile, and I’ve 
arranged to meet them.  

• If anyone just happens to have any drawings of Weymann bodies of the period they 
would be particularly useful just now! 

 
Money Matters 
• Our willing Membership Secretary Paul Kemsley has offered to set up Gift Aid 

arrangements.  Now that subscription renewals have been normalised at 1st May, 
Paul will send out letters prior to renewal seeking gift aid signatures, and offering 
payments by Standing Order. Gift Aid may then be claimed retrospectively to the 
beginning of FoCT, but we have to beware as the limit is now four years. 

• Charitable status has unlocked the process of identifying and approaching other 
potential sponsors and sources of funding.  Richard Ratcliffe will begin this task in 
the New Year as supportive information about the restoration becomes available.  
Unenviable it may be in the circumstances, but if you don’t ask…. 

 
Voluntary Sector 
• We need a keen and active person to co-ordinate our attendance at events and retail 

sales (ordering and selling).  The new marquee should provide the shop front – just 
need the contents and staff!  This is important in promoting the project. 

• Is there anyone out there proficient with Computer-Aided Design packages?  We 
may need to reverse-engineer GKE’s body structure and we’ll need to record it. 

 
Trusting Souls 
• Another benefit of Trust status is that any relevant memorabilia, artefacts or 

ephemera can be donated or willed to the Trust and kept safely for ever. If anyone 
would like to review the contents of their lofts, garages or spare rooms we’d be 
pleased to hear from them.  Our archivist Mike Hodges can record the existence of 
such items, if necessary in confidence. 

 
Happy Christmas! 
All good wishes to you and yours, and thanks as ever for your continuing support. 
 
 
 
 

 
Richard Bourne 
Chairman 

Contacts: 
 
Chairman: Richard Bourne 
31 Usher Park Road, Haxby, YORK YO32 3RX 
01904 766375  richard@thebournes.me.uk  
 
Treasurer:  David Swan 
“Appledore”, Charlton lane, West Farleigh, 
MAIDSTONE ME15 0NL.  
01622 814445 davidswans@hotmail.com 
 
Membership:  Paul Kemsley 
33 Caxton End, Bourn, CAMBRIDGE CB23 2SS 
01954 719694  paulkemsley@btinternet.com 


